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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our sixth and final issue for
2020, of the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and place in your own binder.
Please forward to all your Checker friends
and share the fun.
As always, the Fares newsletter is packed
with Checker related content.

how to have fun in the Fall with a
Checker. Ryan Scholl provides some
Halloween fun and we also present
a series of vintage Checker taxicab
photos. Dave Kniffen presents
some great Checker shots from The
Giving Tree Orchard.
The ICTA recently acquired the
Checker Motor Corp Press Release
files for 1965-67. In this issue, we
present a reprint of a Kalamazoo
Gazette article “Checker Does it
Under One Roof”.

Let’s face it, 2020 has been a pretty
crummy year due to the Covid situation.
Thankfully, the Gilmore Museum brighten
up our year with an orphan show. Eleven
Checkers showed up and we have complete
What do Telescopes and Checkers
coverage in this Newsletter.
have in common? Find out in this
Also in this issue of FARES you’ll find a full
issue.
update on ICTA members recent Checker
As usual, we present classified
acquisitions.
Checker advertisements. Please
We have some great photos in this issue.
enjoy issue: volume 6 issue 6.
Jennifer and Stephen Fiorenzo demonstrate

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952, &
1957 Checkers
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Checkers at the Gilmore Little
Orphan Auto car show 2020
2020 has been a tough year for everybody. For car fans Covid 19
has pretty much destroyed the ability to go to car shows. This
writer has only been to two shows this year, so to have a chance
to actually go to a show that featured Checkers was a very special
event.
This weekend the Gilmore Museum in Hickory Corners, Michigan
hosted the Little Orphan Auto car show, many orphan cars from
all over the Midwest made the trek to Michigan to participate in
the show. More surprising was that the majority of orphan cars at
the event appeared to be Checkers! Checkers from five states:
Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Indiana and Ohio were represented
and on display.
The majority of Checker owners came from Michigan. ICTA
members Steve & Jennifer Fiorenzo along with their children
showed their awesome 1965 Marathon. ICTA Kevin Hahn showed
his recently acquired 1976 Checker long wheelbase Marathon.
Formally owned by the operators of Midwest Motors a longtime
Checker dealer, Kevin’s Checker sported 1976 Michigan
Manufacturers license plates.
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The Buerkins family displayed two Checkers, a rare Aerobus 15 limo and A12e
long wheelbase. Both of these cars have been restored to “Pebble Beach”
concourse standards.
Rick Burken displayed a very nice yellow Checker taxicab. Former Checker
employee Mike Skartsiaris displayed and really sharp silver Checker A12e long
wheelbase. David Veestra showed his gorgeous burgundy A12 with a formal
roof and oval opera window. David is in the unique position of being one of the
last professionals who uses his Checker in the normal course of his real estate
business. In total eight Checkers from Michigan participated in the show.

Zandra and Tim Bowers from Indiana showed there recently
acquired yellow Checker taxicab. A west coast vehicle, the Bower’s
car is very solid. Joe Fay from Ohio showed the oldest Checker, a
rare 1950 Checker Model A4 Taxicab.

John Weinhoeft from Illinois showed his gray Checker Marathon.
About seventy-five cars participated in the show, with twelve
Checkers were on display, Checker represented the most popular
make. Amazing considering that Pontiac, Oldsmobile and
Plymouth are all considered orphan brands.
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ITCA Members
Recent Checker
Acquisitions

Just a little article celebrating some recent ICTA members acquisitions. We’re happy to report
that Tom Schwartz and his wife Heather just scored a 1977 Checker A12 Marathon, according
to Tom
“We just picked up our first Checker today! Found by accident at a local farm auction!
Definitely a case of being at the right place at the right time! Lol. It’s a 77’ A12 with a 305 V8. I
am a Checker novice and looking forward to learning more about them.”

Also new in the stable, Emerson Zentz just acquired a Checker
A11 from Checker God, Ben Merkel. Cab number 8 is a former
Black and white cab of Charleston, West Virginia, note the
header of Emerson’s cab when it was in service! Great to see
another vintage taxicab in added to Emerson’s fleet.
ICTA member Jeff Detweiler just purchased a sweet Checker
Wagon. According to Jeff “I am pretty happy to be picking this
up later in the week after finding it at auction last week! A ’72
Marathon A12 wagon showing 8400 miles on it, original paint (
mostly pretty good ) and interior ( good except the front seat
looks like it was attacked by a Kraken ) Looks to be the
correct/original 350, and has AC and cruise control.. not sure if
those were factory installed options or added aftermarket, any
expert knowledge out there on that? The car seems to be 99%
complete, missing two upper tailight lens. As a former Michigan
kid who grew up 20 miles from the plant, and then became a
fleet manager for one of the last operating Checker fleets in LA in
1978-80.”
Congratulations to all the new Checker owners, we’re sure you’ll
be happy.
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Ben Merkel & Emerson Zentz

Fall Checker Fun Photos by Jennifer and Stephen Fiorenzo
There’s and old saying “The family that plays together stays together. The
Fiorenzo family have taken that saying to a new level. “The family that
Checkers together stays together. Enjoy their recent Fall trip in a Checker
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A Checker Halloween photos by Ryan Scholl
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The National Radio Astronomy
Observatory’s Checkers!
The field of radio astronomy began in
the 1930s when Karl Jansky began
searching for noise at certain
frequencies detected by short wave
radio receivers. Bell Labs had been
working on establishing transatlantic
radio telephone service. Jansky, while
working at Bell Labs, noticed a regular
hissing or sizzling static that he couldn’t
explain.
In 1932 Jansky found that the source of
that noise, cosmic radio waves, as he
called them, to be coming from the
center of our very own Milky Way
Galaxy. This discovery was so
newsworthy at the time that it was
published on the front page of
newspapers from coast to coast.
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Grote Reber, grew up in Chicago, and after school he
worked for several radio manufacturers in the Chicago
area. Reber was fascinated by Jansky’s discovery and
wanted to find out if there were more radio sources like
Jansky had found. In 1937, Reber finished building the
world’s first radio telescope in his back yard in Wheaton,
Illinois.

By the mid 1950s proposals for a research facility were
floating around and in late 1956 was created and the
National Science Foundation began the purchase of
several thousand acres of land around Greenbank, West
Virginia. Greenbank is in what is known as the National
Radio Quiet Zone, a large area of very restricted radio
transmissions. Cell phones, microwave ovens, TV and radio
transmitters are all sources of radio frequency interference
or RFI and can affect the research being done.
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) in
Green Bank, West Virginia, features the largest fully
steerable radio telescope and is the last place you would
expect to see 40-year-old diesel cars and trucks the only
vehicles allowed near the telescopes

Modern cars and trucks significantly disturb the Radio
Telescope. Radio telescopes are very sensitive to radio
frequency interference (RFI) and the electric spark plugs
and computer chips inside modern gasoline-powered cars
cause all kinds of problems for the observatory. Old
diesels, however, use glow plugs instead of spark plugs
and mechanical fuel injection instead of electronic
injection, which is why these vehicles were chosen to
originally work at the observatory when the telescopes
were new.
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More interesting to Checker fans is the fact that the
observatory purchased Checker diesels back in the late
fifties. For 1968 Checker would introduce the Perkins
diesel to the US consumer car market.
The Checker flyer would herald that the Checker Diesel
was the first and only American built diesel powered
car. Technically this was not correct as Studebaker did
sell some Larks equipped with Perkins diesels in 1963.
The diesel brochure highlighted many aspects of the
Checker diesel: powered by the Perkins 4.236 diesel
engine, was designed and engineered to be among the
most economical American-built cars on the road.
The Checker Model D12 had a maximum brake
horsepower of 88 @ 2800 rpm. Total displacement of
235.9 cubic inches and weighed 700 LBS with all
accessories.
By the mid 1980, US diesel cars production
stopped. Unfortunately, this has put the observatory
in the position of having to maintaining a very old
fleet.

The observatory can’t update aging fleet to newer diesels
because they come packed with such radio frequency
interference-creating devices as door chimes, seatbelt
buzzers and computer-controlled engine management
systems. Even things as small as laptop computers and
digital cameras interfere with these telescopes. Because of
this, there is no cellphone reception around the telescope
and only a few TV and radio channels.
Today, the observatory has put the Checker out to pasture.
At least one ICTA member has saved one of the observatory
Checkers. We’ll share the story in another blog.
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Photos from The Giving Tree
Photos by David Kniffen
According to ICTA member David Kniffen
the Giving Tree Orchards and Barn “is a
barn that we transformed into a
reception hall for our rustic New Year’s
Eve Wedding. We had so much fun
doing this, and feel we have a unique
gift to share with other people that we
decided to rent this out for weddings,
receptions, anniversary, birthday or
graduation parties”
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Period Photos
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Checker Does It Under One Roof
Kalamazoo Gazette Oct 3, 1965
Steel…Production..Cars!
By Rob Warren Gazette Business Editor
Cold steel becomes an automobile. At only one place in the United
States does the marvel of manufacturing occurs under a single roof –
Checker Motors Corp of Kalamazoo.

More than 3000 pounds o steel and many man hours go into each
automobile that rolls off the Checker production line. And Checker’s
700 employees, sharing a $4 million payroll, this year will make
more than 8000 taxis and passenger models.
Checker’s production operations at 2016 N. Pitcher Street begins
with raw steel and ends with two trips around a short test track.
The first step is blanking the steel, or cutting it to the proper shape
and size to form door panels, hoods, decks, tops or floor pans. The
parts are shaped with stamping presses, some of which exert up to
1200 tons of pressure.
Photo Left. Components of Checker body welded together by Howard
Clawson, any rough spots removed later by sanding and metal finishing19

A Checker body is made from the same weight steel that is
used in other American car, but the Checker frame is
heavier.
Company president Morris Markin, 72, has insisted since
he founded the company 44 years ago that sheet steel
should be used to line the interiors of Checkers. Many
manufacturers cut corners here by using plastic.
The body components, minus fenders and grille, then are
welded together on jigs. Before the body is bolted to a
double-channel X-Frame made in the Checker plant,
employees “drop” a six-cylinder standard engine or
optional V8 into the frame.
All of the engines, equipped with Borg-Warner
transmissions, are made by Chevrolet division of General
Motors Corp. to Checkers specifications.
Any rough spots in the assembled body are buffed out
before the car is painted. Each car receives four coats of
paint, Checker offers 75 colors including 18 shades for
“yellow’ cabs.

Dale Cowham removes interior roof component from stamping press,
Checker made from same steel than other cars, but set on heavier frames

Windows, seats and dashboards are installed before the
front fenders, which are painted separately, are attached to
the car. Checker shapes and chrome plates its bumpers and
one-piece grilles.
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transportation companies in Chicago, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh
consume some 1500 commercial models each year.
Of 135,000 taxis on the nations roads, some 35,000 are
Checkers. The largest cab market of course is New York. And
presently Checker is attempting to capture a larger share of this
market by equipping a car with a “James Bond Switch” that
triggers flashing light distress signals and shuts the driver
compartment off from the passenger compartment with a sheet
of bulletproof glass. The slaying of several New York cab drivers
in recent years prompted Checker to develop these features.

General Motors Engine “dropped” into frame by Santiago (Jim) Castaneda, This
327 cubic inch V* is optional on Checker passenger car models

The Checker gets a factory lubrication and inspected
before the test run. From raw steel to finished car, the
time lapse is four days.
A manufacture of cabs for nearly 45 years, Checker is
its own best customer. Its subsidiary

Hack drivers for years have known the Checker cab as the “Iron
Brute”, A Checker passenger model is the “brutes” refined blood
brother. Though the body style remains the same year after
years, mechanical changes are made continually.
Checker produced its first “civilian model” in 1959. Today family
cars, with extra comfort features account for almost 40 percent
of the company’s production.
In passenger cars sales, Checker’s market is aimed at men over
45, particularly men in professions. “A women more conscious of
style is a Checker’s salesman’s chief adversary”, according to
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David Markin, 34, vice president in charge of sales, and son of the company
founder.
To end this, Checker has each year has pumped more style and comfort into
its roomy interiors. “We’re trying to build more style into the car without
sacrificing any of the other desirable characteristics”. Markin said “actually,
the passengers car is a far cry form a cab”.
A Checker Marathon four-door family car sells for $3,777 c.o.b. Kalamazoo
with optional 327-cubic inch engine, automatic transmission, power steering
and brakes. Air conditioning, radio, tinted glass and whitewall tires.
Checker started advertising on a small scale in 1961, and its volume has
been increasing steadily. This year Checker will spend $500,000 on a
national campaign.
The ads emphasize Checker simple unchanging body style, durability,
roominess, and 25 miles per gallon (six cylinder) economy. Often a Checker
is good for 100,000 or more miles with regular servicing.
Furthering the image, the nation’s press has paid Checker lavish
compliments, “if yearly model changes, cramped interiors and dynamic

Checker gets first lacquer coat. Spray
painter is Allen Gardner
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dynamic obsolescence are for you – maybe a Checker isn’t”, commented
Motor Trend magazine.
Time said the Checker is “constructed to take twice as much punishment
as the ordinary car” and ”Checker’s passenger car have become so prized
by those who prefer reliability and easy maintenance to style, that they
are even beginning to appear where only Cadillac once dared.”
The Checker ranks with the Mack truck, the Jeep and the Sherman Tank
as a glowing example of what the American automotive industry can do
when it concentrates on building a vehicle to do a job,” a Coronet article
said.
And, slowly, the image that Checker projects seems to be getting
through to buyers. Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, New York World’s Fair
President Robert Moses, the first Mrs. Nelson Rockefeller and many U.S.
ambassadors are among Checker owners.
In the Checker retail showroom here (Kalamazoo) last week, a proud
new Marathon owner gleaming with enthusiasm; “Checker built this car
around the driver and the passenger. Other cars look like they were
made to be sleek, and somebody stuck in the passenger compartment as
an afterthought.”

Alton Newbre, below installs overdrive unit on Checker Cab,
Alexander Maglerka, above cross production line in front of car
23
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Checker Two Door
Update
Photos by Brad Denning

Dobbs Autobody is a family-owned business which has been serving the community for over six
decades. Brad Denning took over the business twenty years ago and has continued to build one of
the finest reputations in collision repair services in the area. We have been watching the progress on
his two door Checker for a number years.
We have an update. Brad recently posted pictures and the following comments. Its clear that Brad is
rounding the corner and entering the final stretch. Ken posted the following on Facebook
Final fitting of body before removing body off chassis and painting .Very rare 1964 Checker Marathon
Business Mans coupe, started life as a 4 door civilian sedan. I have all the pictures how we made the
1/4s and stretched the doors, modified the roof but to many to post here
Looks great! We continue to post updates as Brad makes more progress on this unique project.

ICTA member Scott Garnet at Checker Tees is offering several
more new designs. The Checker Model E design comes right
off the 1925 Checker Cab Manufacturing Parts Manual. He’s
also offering a new standard NYC Checker design. These will be
add to the other T-Shirts that are currently offered. For more
information Check out the Checker Tees website

https://www.checkertees.com/checker_tees/shop/productdetail/1000305
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FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE Advertisement effective 10/28/2020
1965 Checker marathon
Mesquite, TX

I have a 1965
checker marathon
for sale, still runs,
but it is missing few
stuff and it doesn't
have break. ( OBO )

Facebook link
https://www.faceboo
k.com/commerce/list
ing/2862679823698
43/

1979 Checker Orginal Chevy 6 Clynder $20K
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/623
286845219296/
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1980 Checker Marathon (A12 vin). Chevrolet V6 with
turbo 400 transmission, power steering and brakes,
am/fm blue tooth radio. Car has been fully gone through
and can be driven anywhere. Electrical system, and
braking system is all new. Runs and drives great. Has rust
bubbles here and there as you can see in the pictures.
Trunk is original with spare and jack. Seats are not ripped,
the wooden beads are there for decoration. Real NYC Taxi
This was my Dream car… But alas I am no mechanic. It is not
light works with signals and lights up when car is running.
currently running it has a wiring issue where the battery drains.
New radial tires. All lettering and checker strip is vinyl
It was like this when I got it and the guy showed me how to
and can be pealed off easily. The tassels can be removed
switch between two batteries, charge one at night and switch
as well but gets a lot of attention when driving around.
them at the end of the day… I really dont have what it takes to
54,000 original miles with many original features such as
do all of that. So I need to let this beautiful beast go… THIS
engine block heater. The car is not in perfect cosmetic
BABY NEEDS SOME LOVE! If you’ve got love to give and some
shape but is a great driven and enjoyable. Call (914)
classic car skills come and get her! Call (503) 516-9115
760-7611
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Former Taxicab. Turns over and ran strong when it did… has an
intercooler added to the transmission to help prevent over
heating Needs new plugs and oil change for sure will probably
fire right up.
Contact Milton at heradioplayers@gmail.com or phone 216269-4171

This is a 1964 checker marathon runs and drives
great ready to cruise 230 cid and 4 speed
hydromatic transmission have to many cars ill let
this one go for $8,000 test drive it today. I have the
original keys and original title in hand.
Check out the link on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/27
66257726957820
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1981 checker marathon for sale. Rusted through the
panel. $500 OBO located in Raleigh, NC. Must
provide your own means of transportation to pick
vehicle up. Contact me at olivialiacos@gmail.com or
1-919-710-2419

Anyone interested in my 1966 Checker wagon? I am
losing the parking space and need to rehome it. Car
is rough but has great Patina. Chevy 283 engine
with 3 speed on the tree. New tires, brakes and HEI.
Have roof rack. Best raesonable offer takes it.
Located in Westchester County, NY. Contact Michael
at registerpincus@gmail.com

My car is being displayed at the Buggy Bank. They are located at
2821 Shattuck Ave. Berkeley, CA. It is available by appointment
for mobile mechanic’s inspection and for test drives 9 to 5pm
everyday except Tuesday.
This Rare and Iconic Taxi has been Extremely Well Preserved. It’s
fully Operational and Currently Licensed and Permitted with Bay
Area Checker. It’s Complete and In Remarkable Condition and a
Lot Of Fun to Drive.
Linked to Buggy Bank
https://www.buggybank.org/sell-buy-usedcars/1969/Checker/Marathon+Taxi/24923.html

1981 Checker Cab, on-frame restored 7 years ago,
base coat/clear coat red, interior re-done. Original V6 replaced by freshly rebuilt Chevy 327 V8 and Turbo
400 A/T. 600 miles on vehicle since restored.
($15,000 spent on work done). Running gear
checked and all in good condition. Has been parked
mostly since restored. New fuel pump installed
recently. Rust free. Includes parts car with available
title.
$13500 firm
https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/cto/d/hayden1981-checker-cab/7207275018.html
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1981 Checker A-11E
Wasn’t used as a cab, but was used to transport prospective
students from airport to UNC, and back. A new 350 V8 had
been installed just prior to my purchase (1994). Engine has
26,800 on it. Extended body with full second row jump seats
(no seat belts for jumps). Legal nine passenger. Black with red
interior. Rust free. All new window rubber, installed improperly
in spite of leaving a copy of Joe’s installation instructions with
garage (leaks)! Pretty good shape body-wise. Would like
$10,000 or make an offer. Photos available on
request.
Email charlie.christopher123@gmail.com

Checker Tax Cab. Needs some TLC. GOOD
RESTORATION PROJECT!
Fun for bar hopping with friends (DD of course)
Mileage is unknown at this time
Link to Facebook Marketplace
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/27
51131011838398/
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1971 Checker Marathon . These were made mostly for taxis
and Limousines although some were made for the public as
well . The mechanical components were mostly contracted
with General Motors . There for it has a small block Chevy
turbo 350 factory air a Lemans steering column a CHEVELLE
steering wheel and other gm parts . Car needs total restoration
but is all there . It was running when parked in 1998 . This
historical motor coach is being offered in It’s project state at
2450,00 . This was previously owned by a legendary Bell county
Judge and was his pride and joy . Delivery available 3 months
free storage while waiting for transport.
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/8181163389548
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1971 Checker Aerobus 9 window station wagon project
car said the same owner for the last 30 years and it’s
been garaged all but two of those years bodies good it
had new tires put on it very rare car asking 2500. Or best
offer all offers will be considered contact [hidden
information] price has been reduced. Make an offer the
cars got to go
Link to
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item
/324114858774539/
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